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Be Original
Savannah Outen

CAPO 1st Fret 

Bbm

Bbm
Here we go, yeah, here we go, go again
                            Eb          C#                    
Nothing s changed, it s the same game, different day
Bbm
You re just a boy, just a boy, just another boy
                        Eb           C#            
You re playin  innocent but I ain t buyin  it
F#          G#             Bbm                  
No (oh no) Oh no (oh no) Oh no (oh no)

CHORUS:
Bbm                   C#              G#                 
You dream of ways to get inside my head
                           Eb                          
You re tryin  hard but you better try harder
Bbm          C#             G#              
I am not so easily impressed
                             Eb                                     
You think you re smart but I guarantee I m smarter
    F#                         G#                          
So don t make a sound, if you want me around
         Bbm                     Eb          
You gotta keep both feet on the ground
       F#                G#                    
If you really want me I dare you to be original

Bbm

Bbm                                                                          
So there you go, yeah, there you go, go again
                    Eb          C#            
Told you no but you just won t go away
Bbm                                                                    
I m just a girl, just a girl, just another girl
                  Eb           C#            
I may be innocent but I ain t buyin  it
F#         G#             Bbm                  
No (oh no) Oh no (oh no) Oh no (oh no)

CHORUS:
Bbm                   C#              G#                 
You dream of ways to get inside my head



                           Eb                          
You re tryin  hard but you better try harder
Bbm          C#             G#              
I am not so easily impressed
                             Eb                                     
You think you re smart but I guarantee I m smarter
    F#                         G#                          
So don t make a sound, if you want me around
         Bbm                     Eb          
You gotta keep both feet on the ground
       F#                G#                    
If you really want me I dare you to be original

Bbm

Bbm                                       G#            
I dare you, I dare you, I dare you to get over me
Bbm                                       G#            
I dare you, I dare you, I dare you to get over me
     F#           G#        Bbm
 Til then dream on, dream on

Bbm                   C#               G#
You dream of ways to get inside my head
Bbm          C#             G#
I am not so easily impressed

CHORUS:
Bbm                   C#              G#                 
You dream of ways to get inside my head
                           Eb                          
You re tryin  hard but you better try harder
Bbm          C#             G#              
I am not so easily impressed
                             Eb                                     
You think you re smart but I guarantee I m smarter
    F#                         G#                          
So don t make a sound, if you want me around
         Bbm                     Eb          
You gotta keep both feet on the ground
       F#                G#                    
If you really want me I dare you
       F#                G#                    
If you really want me I dare you
       F#                G#                    
If you really want me I dare you to be original

Bbm


